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Here are the seven most important enhancements that you should use in your booklets. Some of
these instructions will go to your designer, while the others should go to your booklet printer. All
these enhancements combined should give you a truly upgraded and powerful custom booklet fit for
any kind of business or marketing goal that you need. So try as much as possible to review and
implement all these enhancements.

1. Thickening the covers â€“ The cover is the most visible part of your printable booklets. To enhance
them, you can simply thicken these covers and basically upgrade their quality. Many readers
attribute thick covers to more enhanced booklet printing designs that are of course more expensive
and well worth their time. So by the simple act of thickening those covers, you can already easily
improve the performance of your full color booklets.

2. Adding specialized coatings â€“ Beyond making them thicker though, you can also test out adding
more specialized coatings to your booklet printing. There are many additional customizations that
you can add to the process of booklets printing and one of these are adapting coating materials for
use in the cover.

These coating materials make the booklets tougher, while at the same time actually adding that
glossy effect that makes them look like posh magazines. So if you want specialized booklets that
look like professional magazines, you should enhance your booklets with equally specialized
coatings.

3. Improved color enhancements â€“ You can also work on the colors of your booklets to make them
better. All you have to do is to use a design application to adjust the color values and make those
colors look brighter and of course more vibrant. If you look at the trends in color booklet printing
today, most of the popular ones use vibrant color covers and content.

This is because these kinds of brighter colors supply more emotion and of course more impact on
readers. So if you do have access to design applications, you should enhance your bookletâ€™s colors.

4. Improved image enhancements â€“ Since you will be enhancing the colors of your booklets, you
might as well enhance the images as well. Adobe Photoshop has been know of course to help
designers tweak and enhance images and logos to make them look better and more impressive.

Using this tool for your booklet raw design elements is an ideal solution if you want to enhance your
booklet printing, just like the other similar booklet printing methods out there. So review your
designs and reprocess them to get enhanced looking booklets with great full color pictures.

5. Font style enhancements â€“ Finally, you may want to enhance those font styles. Fonts of course
dominate the style of your whole booklet as they will be the key style used by your text content. You
will want to improve your font styles if you are truly serious about booklet printing.

If you can use the latest and most popular font styles in the Internet, you can induce your booklets
printing to look more like those popular websites, increasing the likelihood of success with that
specifically styled content. So do not be afraid, search for the best font styles that are applicable to
your color booklet theme. The fresher and newer the fonts are, the better your booklet prints shall
be.
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Now you know all the key enhancements that you will like to have for your color booklets. Just make
sure you review all these and apply them when necessary already.
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